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FOREWORD ii

The media landscape is undergoing continuous 
transformations in an era where technology 
is rapidly developing, and social media is 
available around the clock. This demands 
us to work towards ensuring innovation and 
adaptability in line with new capabilities that 
harness the power of generative artificial 
intelligence to unleash innovative creativity.

With its pioneering well-known approach, 
the UAE is working relentlessly to develop 
comprehensive studies on the pros and cons 
of generative AI. We are committed to keeping 
pace with global changes by applying the best 
international practices, sharing experiences, 
and creating a new success story for the 
UAE. We aim to understand the applications 
of generative AI, which are growing by the 
minute, and leverage them for the benefit 
of content creators, innovators, and media 
professionals, further promoting the UAE’s 
leadership in this field.

Whereas people worldwide are busy discussing 
job losses due to generative AI, we are 
delving deep  into this technology focusing 
on the positive side. We harness any new 
technology to revolutionize the media sector 
and enable media professionals to use it for 
the development of their work. We empower 
them to use artificial intelligence to enhance 
work efficiency, performance, creativity and 
productivity.

Through this guide, which is prepared based on 
continuous research into the best generative AI 
applications, we aim to enrich media content 
and facilitate the production of creative, 

innovative, and new content leveraging the 
potential of artificial intelligence to reshape 
the process of content creation.

The “100 Practical Applications and Use Cases 
of Generative AI in Media” guide presents ways 
in which artificial intelligence can be used to 
the benefit of media and content creators, 
whether you are a policy maker shaping the 
future of the media sector, a pioneer in this 
field who wants to adapt his skills to the digital 
age, or a leader with a vision for developing 
media through artificial intelligence.

Through this guide, we address the 
transformative potential of generative AI, 
explaining how its applications are employed 
to develop various forms of media content, 
including visual and written content, and their 
significant impact on both the present and 
the future of media. Additionally, it will explore 
how artificial intelligence integrates human 
creativity with machine capabilities, ultimately 
benefiting the industry as a whole.
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FOREWORD iii

Soft power is a major driver and an integral 
part of the UAE’s strategies and visions 
towards achieving our futuristic goals due 
to the importance of the media sector in 
spreading culture, knowledge and to make a 
global influence through tools and practices 
that aim to build a positive image of the UAE 
internationaly.

Throughout history, technology has 
transformed how we communicate through the 
media. From the invention of the printing press 
to the advent of television and the Internet, 
we have witnessed significant progress. 
This evolution underscores the importance 
of equipping individuals with the right tools 
and encouraging them to stay updated with 
technology, enabling them to create unique 
media content.

Today, with the presence of generative 
artificial intelligence tools, we must align 
the Emirati and Arab media landscape with 
these technologies. This alignment is crucial 
to changing the present and future of media, 
ensuring the UAE’s position at the forefront of 
soft power indicators and global media fields. 
The new era created by generative artificial 
intelligence also underscores the importance 
of enhancing the skills of youth and preparing 
an educated and aware generation of media 
professionals to lead the future of media.

In line with the leadership’s forward-thinking 
visions, we must enhance the utilization 
of these technologies that will open new 
opportunities and enable us to transform 
imagination into innovative media materials 
and visual arts. These technologies will also 
deliver the UAE’s message to the world, 
reflecting its rich culture and the achievements 
that place it among the top ranks of countries 
globally.

This guide is designed to offer a comprehensive 
toolkit aimed at facilitating the work of media 
professionals. It seeks to augment human 
imagination, capabilities, and ideas while 
seamlessly integrating generative artificial 
intelligence into daily creative processes. 
The ultimate goal is fostering a culture of 
exploration and creativity, thereby ushering 
in a transformative era in the world of media.



According to the OECD, Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) refers to a machine-based system that can, 
for a given set of human defined objectives, 
make predictions, recommendations, 
or decisions influencing real or virtual 
environemnts.  

Since its inception, Artificial Intelligence 
has undergone numerous developments. In 
1956, at a scientific conference at Dartmouth 
University, American computer scientist, John 
McCarthy, first coined the term “Artificial 
Intelligence”. During this conference, the 
audience reached a consensus that AI referred 
to the creation of machines with intelligence 
similar to that of humans.

AI development can be broadly categorized 
into three stages: ANI, AGI, and ASI. Artificial 
Narrow Intelligence (ANI), also known as weak 
AI, refers to the development of computer 
systems that are designed to perform a 
specific task or solve a particular problem. 
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), also known 

as strong AI or human-level AI, refers to the 
development of computer systems that can 
perform any intellectual task that a human 
can. Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI) refers 
to the development of computer systems that 
surpass human intelligence and can perform 
intellectual tasks that exceed human capacity.

There are various Artificial Intelligence 
technologies that are used in our daily lives. 
Some examples include “smart writing” 
features that offer suggestions for email 
composition, spam message classifiers, and 
voice assistant applications like Amazon’s 
Alexa or Microsoft’s Cortana, which utilize 
natural language processing.

Artificial intelligence applications possess 
the capability to continuously learn from new 
experiences and make deductions based on 
past experiences gathered from data. In so-
doing, the machine is taught how to execute 
specific tasks based on the knowledge it has 
acquired from such data.

A man from the 1970s sits at a computer, smiling and 
gazing at the screen, adorned with trendy glasses of 
that era v5.2 

What is Artificial Intelligence?
INTRODUCTION iv



Generative AI refers to a subset of Artificial 
Intelligence that involves training machines 
to generate new and original data, such as 
images, music, text, or even videos. Unlike 
traditional AI, which operates on pre-existing 
data sets to recognize patterns and make 
predictions, generative AI can produce entirely 
new content by learning from existing data 
sets and generating something new based 
on that information. This technology has 
various applications, such as in art and design, 
content creation, and even the development 
of chatbots and virtual assistants.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are 
a type of deep learning model that consist 
of two neural networks: a generator and a 
discriminator. The generator creates new data 
instances that resemble the training data, 
while the discriminator evaluates whether the 
generated data is similar to the training data 
or not. During training, the generator tries to 
produce data that can fool the discriminator, 
while the discriminator tries to distinguish 
between the generated data and the training 
data.

A Variational Autoencoder (VAE) is a type of 
neural network architecture used for generative 
modeling that employs both an encoder and 
decoder network. The encoder network maps 
the input data into a latent space, while the 
decoder network maps the latent variables 
back into the original data space. By training 
the network to minimize the reconstruction 
error between the input and output data, the 
VAE can learn the underlying structure of 
the data distribution and generate new data 
samples from it.

Generative AI has revolutionized numerous 
industries by generating data for training 
machine learning models, producing top-notch 
images and videos, developing advertising 
texts, conducting awareness campaigns, and 
scripting virtual assistant dialogs for customer 
service and chatting. However, despite its 
unique capabilities, users must carefully 
consider the strengths and limitations of these 
cutting-edge applications and choose them 
judiciously based on the task at hand.

Note: 
The guide is impartial and does not show any preference 
towards specific companies, institutions, or platforms. Its 
primary objective is to demonstrate the practical applications 
of generative AI and how to leverage its potential benefits.  Neural networks actively transmit signals v5.2  

INTRODUCTION v

What is Generative AI?
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Data privacy refers to the protection of an 
individual’s personal information or data, 
including sensitive information such as 
financial and health data, from unauthorized 
access, use, or disclosure. It involves 
controlling how data is collected, used, stored, 
shared, and disposed of by organizations or 
entities that collect or process that data. 
Data privacy is an essential component of 
information security and is governed by 
various laws, regulations, and best practices 
aimed at ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability of personal information.

Data privacy is necessary for several reasons. 
Firstly, it protects individuals’ personal 
information from being accessed, collected, 
and used without their knowledge or consent. 
Secondly, it ensures that sensitive information 
such as financial records, medical records, 
and confidential business information is 
kept safe and secure. Thirdly, it helps prevent 

identity theft and other forms of cybercrime. 
Additionally, data privacy is important for 
maintaining trust between organizations and 
their customers, as well as for complying with 
legal and regulatory requirements. Without 
proper data privacy measures in place, 
individuals’ personal and sensitive information 
can be compromised, leading to potential 
harm and loss. 

Transparency is crucial to data privacy 
because it enables individuals to know how 
their data is collected, processed, and used 
by organizations. By being transparent, 
organizations can provide clear and concise 
information about their data privacy practices, 
policies, and procedures. This empowers 
individuals to make informed decisions about 
whether to share their personal information 
and to understand the potential consequences 
of doing so.

Inside a spacious vault, a table stands prominently with 
numbers displayed on its surface v5.2  

The Importance of Protecting Data 
Privacy



Planets find themselves encircled by 
massive moons v5.2  

INTRODUCTION vii

Insufficient Arabic Language 
Applications for Natural Language 
Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a 
field of Artificial Intelligence that focuses on 
enabling computers to understand, interpret, 
and generate human language. It involves 
developing algorithms and models that can 
process and analyze large amounts of natural 
language data, such as written text or spoken 
speech.

Arabic language, spoken by over 420 million 
people, ranks fifth in terms of its prevalence 
worldwide. Nonetheless, the limited availability 
of Arabic language resources and tools in 
software applications is a significant obstacle 
to programming development in the Arab 
world, as most software applications primarily 
support English and other foreign languages. 

The complexity of Arabic language, with rich 
vocalization and context-dependent word 
forms, presents a significant challenge in 
creating precise linguistic models for Arabic.

Despite the difficulties involved, there are 
ongoing efforts by AI and technology institutes 
to create Arabic language resources and 
tools that can be incorporated into software 
applications. 

To learn more about the initiatives taken by 
these institutes, please refer to the linked 
articles. 

1 - Click here>>

2 -Click here >>

https://www.tii.ae/news/technology-innovation-institute-announces-launch-noor-worlds-largest-Arabic-nlp-model
https://mbzuai.ac.ae/news/meet-jais-the-worlds-most-advanced-arabic-large-language-model-open-sourced-by-g42s-inception/


Two kingfish face each other, portrayed 
in a playful, cartoonish style v5.2  

INTRODUCTION viii

Platforms at Risk of Being Sold or Dying Out

Similar to any other platform or technology, 
generative AI platforms are subject to the 
possibility of being shut down, acquired, 
or merged with another platform through 
acquisitions and sales.

The generative Artificial Intelligence market 
generated revenues of roughly $86.9 billion 
in 2022, according to a Markets and Markets 
report. This sector is poised to grow at CAGR 
of 36.2% from 2022 to 2027, due to the surging 
demand for Artificial Intelligence. Various 
industries including healthcare, automotive, 
media, and wellbeing, are increasingly 
interested in purchasing or selling generative 
AI platforms.

In recent times, there have been several 
instances of mergers and acquisitions in the 
generative AI industry. One such example is 
the acquisition of Aligorithmics, a company 
specializing in 3D materials creation, by Adobe 
in 2019.

The generative AI market is currently in its early 
stages of development, leading to its rapid 
growth. Investors and companies are also 
seeking investment opportunities resulting 
from mergers or acquisitions with generative 
AI companies and applications.



A man opens a wooden door, revealing 
only his back to the viewer, with the 
scene moderately zoomed out v5.2  

INTRODUCTION ix

Difficulties Associated with the 
Utilization of Generative AI Technologies 

Generative AI technology is technically 
accessible on a global scale, however, the 
degree of its accessibility and usage may vary 
depending on economic, technological, and 
regulatory factors in different geographical 
areas. Developed countries with advanced 
digital infrastructures tend to have greater 
access to generative AI technology, with the 
United States, China, and Europe currently at 
the forefront of AI research and development.

Less developed countries may face challenges 
in accessing the latest generative AI 
technologies due to various factors such as 
inadequate technological infrastructure and 
regulations, including data privacy restrictions 
that can hinder the development and adoption 
of generative AI.

Certainly, there are several limitations 
to running generative AI applications 
continuously. One of the main challenges is the 
need for substantial computational resources 
to power AI models, which requires high 
processing power and memory. Additionally, 
running generative AI models beyond the 
operating capacity of computers can cause 
overheating or malfunctions.

Generative AI applications require regular 
maintenance and updates, just like any 
other software, which can hinder their ability 
to run around the clock. These updates are 
necessary to address vulnerabilities and 
improve performance. It is also important 
to provide periodic training using new data 
to ensure the accuracy and effectiveness of 
these applications.



INTRODUCTION x

Are Inputs and Outputs Always Reliable 
Despite Quality-Related Concerns?

Generative AI applications may produce 
imperfect outputs due to inaccuracies, 
outdated data, inherent biases, or malicious 
intentions. This could result in the generation 
of incomplete, false, or biased content. 
Additionally, detecting subtle biases in the 
outputs can pose further challenges.

Generative AI applications rely solely on self-
learning to generate text. So while they may 
produce text that is grammatically correct, it 
may not always be factually accurate, or can 
be misleading. Therefore, human supervision 
is crucial to ensuring the accuracy of the text 
produced by generative AI. 

 

A report from IDC suggests that the amount 
of data created globally is projected to reach 
175 zettabytes by 2025, a significant increase 
from 33 zettabytes in 2018. This growth in 
data volume is driving the development of 
advanced AI models that can generate more 
comprehensive and realistic content.

The progress in machine learning and deep 
learning algorithms has enabled the training 
of generative AI models with vast amounts 
of data. OpenAI’s GPT-3 language model is 
a significant example, as it is trained on a 
massive collection of text data that exceeds 
570 GB, making it one of the largest and most 
resilient language models available today.

A vase rests elegantly on a wooden 
table v5.2 
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How Can you Engage with and Obtain 
Information from Generative AI? 

To effectively engage with generative AI, one 
must be able to comprehend the principles of 
interaction and exploit the potential it provides. 

Here are some recommendations for handling 
and assimilating information from generative 
AI:

• Acquire a good understanding of 
Artificial Intelligence: Familiarizing 
oneself with the basics of AI and gaining 
knowledge about generative systems 
and how they function can enhance 
one’s ability to interact with them 
proficiently.

• Give clear instructions: It is crucial 
to provide clear and unambiguous 
instructions when seeking information 
from generative AI. 

• Authenticate data reliability: While 
generative AI can be beneficial in 
gathering information, it is crucial to 
authenticate the sources’ credibility and 
verify the accuracy of the information 
furnished. 

• Reiterate instructions as required: In 
case of unsatisfactory outcomes, reword 
your request or provide additional details 
to enhance the quality of the results.

• Responsible utilization: It is essential to 
exercise ethical and responsible usage 
of generative AI and acknowledge the 
privacy and intellectual property rights 
of others. 

• Stay up-to-date: With rapid 
advancements in the field of Artificial 
Intelligence, it is imperative to keep 

oneself informed about the latest 
developments and progress.

• Learn through experience: To interact 
efficiently with generative AI, assimilate 
knowledge from previous experiences 
and devise tactics to better engage with 
the systems. Building on past errors 
and achievements can facilitate more 
accurate and effective information 
retrieval by refining the approach 
towards directing the system.

• Engage with the AI community: 
Participate in online forums and groups 
related to AI and machine learning to 
exchange experiences, tips, and ideas 
with fellow members of the community.

• Incorporate  human intelligence: Human 
expertise and experience may be 
indispensable to verify information and 
elevate the quality of outcomes. Do not 
solely rely on generative intelligence and 
do not hesitate to seek guidance from 
experts or colleagues when necessary.

• Critical assessment: In certain 
contexts, it may be indispensable to 
adopt a critical approach towards the 
information furnished by generative 
intelligence. Before implementing the 
information into projects or making 
crucial decisions, meticulously evaluate 
and analyze the data.

The above guidelines help the users to 
proficiently engage with generative AI, 
harness its capabilities, and enhance work 
quality while making informed decisions.



Decorate the astronaut playing golf on the moon The 
background is 2050, and I want you to make it look like 
you’re looking at the Earth and taking a driver tee 
shot Make a person’s image bigger. Make it real and 
vivid, surreal fantasy golf abstract in infographic 
style without text, maximum texture --ar 16:9 --v 5
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Reinforcement Learning from Human 
Feedback (RLHF) 

Reinforcement Learning from Human 
Feedback (RLHF) is a type of machine 
learning technique that involves using human 
feedback to train an AI system. In RLHF, a 
human provides feedback to the AI system 
in the form of rewards or penalties based on 
the actions it takes.

The AI system then learns to optimize its 
actions to achieve the desired outcome based 
on the feedback received. RLHF is particularly 
useful in scenarios where it is difficult to define 
a clear objective, such as in creative tasks or 
in situations where the optimal outcome may 
be subjective.

Reinforcement Learning from Human 
Feedback (RLHF) is a relatively new and 
emerging field in machine learning that 
aims to address some of the limitations of 
traditional reinforcement learning algorithms. 
While traditional reinforcement learning 
algorithms are highly effective in scenarios 
where a clear reward function can be defined, 
they can struggle in situations where the 
optimal outcome may be subjective or difficult 
to define.

By incorporating human feedback, RLHF can 
improve the accuracy and efficiency of AI 
systems while ensuring that they align with 
human values and preferences.
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APPLICATION

Humata 01

Humata.ai is as a Q&A AI platform, specializing in data analysis, with 
a special emphasis on research and document analysis to facilitate 

faster understanding of files. 

RESEARCH

Description
Humata.ai is meticulously designed to enhance 
document analysis. Fueled by advanced 
AI, it swiftly summarizes lengthy papers, 
offers instant Q&A, and generates detailed 
insights for reports, papers, and tasks. It 
promotes faster research, learning, and report 
creation while simplifying complex technical 
documents into digestible summaries.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Rapid Content Analysis
Media professionals can quickly dissect and 
understand complex documents for timely, 
accurate reporting or content creation.

Instant Content Queries
Easily answer questions related to any 
document, thus helping journalists and content 
creators obtain precise information instantly.

Efficient Report Generation
Automatically generate in-depth insights for 
articles, documentaries, or investigations, and 
simplifying content creation.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.humata.ai/
https://www.humata.ai/


APPLICATION

Chatbase 02

Chatbase.co is an AI chatbot builder. It trains ChatGPT on any data 
and helps users build personalized ChatGPT-style chatbots using 
their data and seamlessly integrate them into websites and other 

platforms. 

Description
Chatbase.co is a platform for creating 
personalized ChatGPT-like chatbots, specially 
tailored to their specific data. Users link data 
sources to generate embeddable chatbots for 
websites and integrating them with diverse 
tools and APIs. The platform emphasizes 
customization, allowing users to align the 
chatbot’s behavior and appearance with their 
brand, collect leads, receive notifications of 
interactions, and integrate with popular tools 
like Zapier, Slack, and Messenger.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Interactive Audience Engagement
Embed AI chatbots on media websites for real-
time responses to audience queries, promoting 
user experience and engagement.

Lead Collection
Chatbots collect leads from website visitors, 
maintaining a steady flow of potential 
subscribers or customers for media services.

Brand Consistency
Tailor chatbot behavior and appearance to 
harmonize with media brand aesthetics, 
upholding a unified and polished online 
presence.

CHATBOT 

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.chatbase.co/
https://www.chatbase.co/


APPLICATION

Promptpal03

PromptPal.net net is a platform dedicated to uncovering and sharing 
high-quality AI prompts to enhance creativity and productivity. 

Description
PromptPal.net is a platform for discovering 
and sharing AI prompts tailored for various 
AI systems, such as ChatGPT, Google Bard, 
and Bing. It acts as a hub for AI enthusiasts’ 
to exchange top-notch prompts, enhance AI 
capabilities and applications. User-friendly 
and free, it’s recognized in the AI community 
and featured on Product Hunt                                                                                       

Benefits for the Media Industry
Content Enhancement
Media professionals can utilize PromptPal 
to discover AI prompts that aid in creating 
articles, scripts, or interactive segments, 
ensuring fresh and engaging content.

Collaborative Ideation
By sharing and discovering prompts, media 
personnel engage in collaborative ideas 
exchange, fostering innovative content 
strategies and narratives.

Continuous Learning
In the ever-evolving AI landscape, accessing 
PromptPal ensures that  media professionals 
stay updated with the latest AI trends and 
applications, thus boosting their content 
production capabilities.

PROMPTS 

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://PromptPal.net
http://PromptPal.net


APPLICATION

ListenMonster04

ListenMonster.com is a free speech-to-text transcription service 
for audio and video files, supporting various languages and formats. 

Additionally, it functions as a video editing platform. 

Description
ListenMonster.com is a platform dedicated to 
providing free audio transcription and video 
subtitle services. Although specific site details 
were unavailable, the platform’s focus on 
accessibility and user-friendliness is apparent 
from its name. It caters to users in need of 
precise transcriptions and subtitles for their 
audio and video content.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Accessible Content
Employ Listen Monster for transcriptions and 
subtitles, broadening content accessibility, 
especially for those with hearing impairments.

Efficient Repurposing
Convert audio content into written formats, 
facilitating diverse content presentations.

Enhanced Viewer Experience
Provide accurate video subtitles, with 
guaranteed clarity and comprehension for 
international audiences or in noisy settings.

VIDEO EDITING 

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://ListenMonster.com
http://ListenMonster.com


APPLICATION

Ideogram05

Ideogram.ai aims to assist individuals in boosting their creativity. 

Description
Ideogram.ai is a platform harnessing AI to 
convert text prompts into their corresponding 
digital images. It generates visuals, such as 
company logos, from textual input. A standout 
feature is its ability to seamlessly and clearly 
integrate text into generated the images. The 
user interface simplifies text prompt input, 
with the system producing the visual output

Benefits for the Media Industry
Text-to-Image
Media entities can input text descriptions 
into Ideogram AI to generate corresponding 
visual assets, potentially streamlining content 
creation processes.

Text Integration in Images
The platform’s capacity to incorporate text 
into images benefits media projects that need 
clear and coherent textual elements in visuals.

Efficient Resource Utilization
Ideogram AI provides an alternative means of 
generating visual content, potentially reducing 
the reliance on extensive graphic design 
resources in some cases.

IMAGE GENERATION 

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Ideogram.ai
http://Ideogram.ai


APPLICATION

Magic Studio06

MagicStudio.com offers AI-powered tools for automated image 
editing and creation, including features like background removal, 

image enlargement, and AI-generated art.

Description
MagicStudio.com is an AI-powered platform 
that aims to revolutionize images. It offers 
a suite of tools that allow users to create 
product photos, remove undesired elements/
backgrounds, enlarge images while 
maintaining their quality, create art from 
text, and create profile pictures enhanced by 
AI. Emphasizing user-friendly tools, it yields 
professional results, while obviating expensive 
photoshoots or advanced editing skills.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Efficient Image Editing
Easily refine and improve images for articles, 
ads, or digital content without requiring 
extensive editing skills.

Cost-Effective Content Creation
Avoid costly photoshoots by swiftly producing 
high-quality product photos or removing 
unwanted elements from images.

AI-Boosted Creativity
Harness the AI Art Generator to translate 
textual description into visual art, providing a 
unique way to visualize concepts or ideas in 
media content.

IMAGE GENERATION 

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://MagicStudio.com
http://MagicStudio.com


APPLICATION

Postwise07

Postwise.ai is a cutting-edge X (Twitter) management tool employing 
AI to compose engaging tweets, schedule posts, and help users grow 

their X (Twitter) followers. 

Description
Postwise.ai is a specialized platform for X 
(Twitter) users, streamlining content creation 
and scheduling. It employs AI to craft engaging 
posts effortlessly. Beyond content, Postwise 
offers scheduling tools and “GrowthTools™” 
to enhance followers and engagement. It also 
optimizes the sales process with features like 
link sharing, retweeting, and automated direct 
messaging.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Optimized Content Creation
Media professionals can harness AI to craft 

compelling tweets that resonate with their 
audience, ensuring the delivery of consistent, 
high-quality content.

Efficient Scheduling
Simplify content posting through automated 
scheduling, enabling media outlets to maintain 
consistent online presence without manual 
oversight.

Audience Growth
Utilize Postwise’s GrowthTools™ to boost 
follower count and engagement, guaranteeing 
broader reach for media content and 
announcements.

TEXT GENERATION APPLICATION

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Postwise.ai
http://Postwise.ai


APPLICATION

Midjourney08

Midjourney.com functions as an autonomous research laboratory, 
exploring novel realms of thought with the goal of enhancing the 

imaginative capacities of humans.

Description
Midjourney.com leverages GPT-3 to generate 
visual content, that ranges from simple 
graphics to complex designs, from user 
prompts. With an intuitive interface, users 
can fine-tune prompts for desired output, 
emphasizing customization and precision. 
It ensures that the AI-generated content 
aligns seamlessly with users’ creative visions, 
whether they’re looking for branding materials, 
artistic visuals, or any other type of design .

Benefits for the Media Industry
Deep Customization
Midjourney’s tools offer meticulous control, 
enabling users to specify prompt details, 
ensuring that the output meets their 
expectations.

GPT-3 Powered Creativity
Integrating with GPT-3 taps into one of the 
most advanced AI models, guaranteeing high-
quality, diverse, and unique visual content.

Time and Resources Efficiency
Midjourney’s automation allows users to rapidly 
generate a wide array of visual content, making 
it a valuable tool for professionals who need to 
produce large volumes of content.

Versatility
Whether for marketing campaigns, artistic 
projects, or branding exercises, Midjourney’s 
platform accommodates diverse media visual 
content needs.

IMAGE GENERATION 

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Midjourney.com
http://Midjourney.com


APPLICATION

ReplayMind09

ReplyMind.com provides an AI-powered platform that streamlines 
and automates customer support interactions, enhancing user 

experience. 

Description
ReplyMind.com is an AI-powered tool designed to 
enhance your social media presence by crafting 
thoughtful responses. It offers tailored features 
like pre-built emotional responses, platform-
specific custom replies for LinkedIn and Product 
Hunt, and options for refining your responses. 
Whether conveying support, addressing 
questions, or sharing insights, ReplyMind delivers 
contextually appropriate and authentic replies for 
meaningful interactions.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Enhanced Social Engagement
Employ ReplyMind to craft authentic and fitting 

responses on social platforms, guaranteeing 
meaningful interactions with followers and 
promoting brand reputation.

Efficient Audience Interaction
Swiftly address audience queries or feedback on 
platforms such as LinkedIn and Product Hunt, 
cultivating a sense of community and active 
engagement.

Consistent Brand Tone
Maintain a consistent and authentic brand voice 
across social media platforms, ensuring that the 
responses align with the brand’s communication 
style and resonate with the target audience.

TEXT GENERATION 

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://ReplyMind.com
http://ReplyMind.com


APPLICATION

Spikes010

Spikes.studio specializes in AI-enhanced video production, fostering 
efficient and innovative content creation.

VIDEO EDITING 

Description
Spikes.studio is an AI-driven clip generator 
designed for platforms such as YouTube, 
Twitch, TikTok, and Instagram. Though specific 
site details cannot be directly retrieved, the 
title hints at a focus on crafting engaging video 
clips optimized for popular social media and 
streaming platforms. Users can create content 
tailored to their target audience.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Optimized Content Creation
Produce video clips customized for specific 

platforms, guaranteeing engaging and 
audience-appropriate content.

Efficient Content Generation
Employ AI-driven tools for swift clips creation, 
minimizing production time and enabling 
timely content release.

Cross-Platform Engagement
Simultaneously generate content for various 
platforms, maintaining a consistent and wide-
reaching online presence.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Spikes.studio
http://Spikes.studio


APPLICATION

Mubert011

Mubert.com harnesses AI to create royalty-free music tracks 
customized for diverse platforms, providing support to content 

creators, artists, and developers. 

AUDIO GENERATION

Description
Mubert.com is an AI-powered platform 
producing customized music for diverse 
content needs. Its toolkit features Mubert 
Render for instant mood-appropriate 
soundtracks, Mubert Studio for artists to 
collaborate with AI and monetize their 
music, and Mubert Play for evolving music 
experiences. For developers, brands, artists, or 
listeners, Mubert nurtures AI-human creativity, 
providing the ideal royalty-free music.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Customized Soundtracks
Effortlessly create soundtracks that align 

with the mood and style of media content, 
enhancing the overall viewer or listener 
experience.

Monetization Opportunities
Media industry artists can partner with AI to 
monetize riffs, loops, samples, and complete 
tracks, expanding their audience reach.

Brand Enrichment
Incorporate Mubert’s AI-generated music 
into media products or platforms, providing a 
distinctive and consistent auditory experience 
that aligns with the brand identity.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Mubert.com
http://Mubert.com


APPLICATION

Adobe FireFly012

Adobe Firefly is an innovative generative AI tool developed by Adobe, 
capable of transforming text prompts into images, vectors, videos, and 

3D content, revolutionizing the creativty process.

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
Adobe Firefly is an AI-powered content creation 
tool that transforms text into diverse images, 
adds styles, generates color variations, and 
facilitates 3D element positioning. Features 
like Generative Fill which lets users use a 
brush to add or remove objects in images, 
and Generative Recolor, which provides instant 
color variations for vector artworks. This tool 
capable of enhancing the creative process to 
help users expand upon their natural creativity

Benefits for the Media Industry
Content Creation Flexibility
Firefly empowers media professionals to 
generate diverse visual content, including 
images and text effects, using straightforward 
prompts. This is invaluable for creating 
promotional material, advertisements, or 
digital art for publications.

Efficient Post-Production
Features like Generative Fill simplify post-
production, enabling videographers and editors 
to effortlessly manipulate visuals, potentially 
saving hours of manual editing.

Brand Consistency
The capacity to create color variations and ap-
ply specific styles guarantees that all produced 
content conforms to a media outlet’s brand 

aesthetics, ensuring a consistent visual identity 
across platforms.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.adobe.com/sensei/generative-ai/firefly.html
https://www.adobe.com/sensei/generative-ai/firefly.html


APPLICATION

Supertools013

Supertools by The Rundown provides a suite of AI-powered tools 
meticulously designed to assist media professionals in content 

creation and analysis. 

RESEARCH 

Description
Supertools is a comprehensive guide 
categorizing leading AI tools across domains 
like Social Media, Video, Speech Generation, 
Education, Chatbots, Writing, Marketing, and 
many more. Each tool is briefly described for 
users, catering to developers, content creators, 
marketers, and enthusiasts, while providing a 
curated list to fulfill diverse needs.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Diverse Tool Selection
Media professionals can peruse a broad array 
of AI tools customized for specific tasks, 
spanning video creation to content writing, 
ensuring they have the finest tools at their 
disposal.                                         

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://supertools.therundown.ai/
https://supertools.therundown.ai/


APPLICATION

OpenArt014

OpenArt.ai is an AI-powered platform that translates creative visions 
into images, providing a multitude of styles and models to enhanced 

artistic expression. 

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
OpenArt.ai is an AI-driven image generation 
platform, offering tools like “Stock People 
Creator,” “Sketch to Image,” “AI QR Code,” 
and “Creative Variations.” Users can explore 
multiple versions of their original image 
through Creative Variations. It emphasizes 
user-friendly interactions, enabling creators 
to bring their ideas to life without the need for 
complicated prompting. Additionally, OpenArt 
provides finer control over the generated 
images, allowing users to specify colors and 
the degree of deviation from the original image.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Diverse Content Creation
Leverage OpenArt’s tools to produce a wide 
array of images customized for articles, 
advertisements, or digital content, while 
guaranteeing visual variety.

Efficient Design Workflow
Through tools like “Sketch to Image,” media 
professionals can swiftly convert their sketches 
into intricate images, simplifying the design 
process.

Enhanced Brand Consistency
Control the colors and style of the generated 
images to ensure alignment with the media 
brand’s aesthetics, and maintain a coherent 
visual identity.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://openart.ai/
https://openart.ai/


APPLICATION

Rytr015

Rytr.me is an AI-powered writing assistant designed to expedite the 
creation of high-quality content quickly and efficiently. 

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
Rytr.me is an AI-powered writing assistant 
designed to help users create high-quality 
content efficiently and cost-effectively. With 
a range of features, including generating 
content for various use-cases like blogs, 
emails, ad copies, and more, it offers tools 
such as SEO analyzer, plugins for popular 
apps like WordPress and Shopify, and even 
a browser extension for on-the-go content 
creation. Users can produce content in multiple 
languages, choose from various tones of voice, 
and ensure the content’s uniqueness with an 
in-built plagiarism checker

Benefits for the Media Industry
Efficient Content Creation
Media professionals can harness Rytr to 
produce content for articles, social media 
posts, and advertisements, guaranteeing 
punctual releases and consistent quality.

SEO Excellence
Employ the platform’s SEO analyzer to craft 
content that excels in search engine rankings, 
driving organic traffic to media websites or 
platforms.

Seamless Cross-Platform Integration
With plugins for apps such as WordPress and 
Shopify, media professionals can seamlessly 
incorporate Rytr into their existing workflows, 
simplifying content creation and publication 
processes.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Rytr.me
http://Rytr.me


APPLICATION

ChatGPT016

ChatGPT, created by OpenAI, is an AI platform that provides instant 
answers, creative inspiration, and facilitates learning through 

interactive dialogue.

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
ChatGPT offers a showcase of OpenAI’s 
chat model. While specific site details are 
unavailable, OpenAI is a leader in AI research 
and development, producing state-of-the-art 
chat models that can generate human-like 
text. The platform likely serves as an interface 
for user interaction with these models.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Interactive Content Creation
Integrate OpenAI chat models to create 
interactive content, sparking real-time 
discussions or Q&A sessions.

Rapid Content Generation
Brainstorm ideas, draft articles, or produce 
scripts for timely content creation.

Audience Engagement
Offer quick responses to audience questions, 
improving user experience and promoting 
community engagement.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://chat.openai.com
http://chat.openai.com


APPLICATION

Claude017

Claude.ai is a next-generation AI assistant built to handle tasks of 
varying scales, aiming to provide a friendly, safe, and trustworthy AI 

experience.

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
Claude.ai is a cutting-edge AI assistant 
designed to aid users with diverse tasks. 
It’s currently in open beta, which may have 
limitations for unpaid users. A noteworthy 
feature is “Constitutional AI” (CAI), aiming to 
guide AI system outputs based on a set of 
principles, with the ultimate goal of creating 
a helpful, benign, and trustworthy AI assistant.

Benefits for the Media Industry
AI Assistance
Claude.ai is a dependable AI assistant for 
media professionals, helping them automate 
and optimize various tasks.

Constitutional AI
Claude.ai ensures media outputs meet ethical 
and professional standards.

API Integration
Claude’s API can integrate with other media 
tools for smoother workflows and boosted 
productivity.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Claude.ai
http://claude.ai


APPLICATION

Jais018

Jais, by Inception, is the world’s most advanced open-source Arabic 
Large Language Model (LLM). Developed in collaboration with the 
Mohamed bin Zayed University of Artificial Intelligence, Inception 

Institute and Cerebras Systems in the UAE.

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
Jais, the world’s most advanced open-
source Arabic Large Language Model (LLM), 
is a ground-breaking collaboration between 
Inception Institute, MBZUAI, and Cerebras 
Systems. With 13 billion parameter model 
trained on vast amounts of Arabic and English 
data, Jais excels in Arabic and English data 
processing, boasting cutting-edge features 
like ALiBi position embeddings and SwiGLU for 
enhanced context comprehension, precision, 
and training efficiency.

Benefits for the Media Industry:
Arabic Content Creation
Media outlets targeting Arabic-speaking 
audiences can use Jais to make top-notch 
content for their audience.

Cross-Language Transfer
Jais can also create content in both Arabic and 
English, reaching a wider audience.

Advanced NLP Tools
Jais is a big leap in Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), giving media professionals 
advanced AI tools for analyzing, generating, 
and translating content. 

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://inceptioniai.org/jais/
http://inceptioniai.org/jais/


APPLICATION

Noor019

Noor.tii.ae, by the Technology Innovation Institute is revolutionizing 
Arabic language processing for academia and businesses. 

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
Noor, from the Technology Innovation Institute 
(TII), is set to revolutionize the Arabic Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) space. As an 
Arabic NLP model, it excels in cross-domain 
tasks, learning directly from natural language 
instructions. Noor bridges the gap in Arabic 
NLP, backed by TII’s team of researchers and 
AI experts, with its API available to the public.

Benefits for the Media Industry:
Arabic Content Enhancement
Media professionals can use Noor’s advanced 
Arabic NLP to refine and improve content, 
ensuring it resonates with the target audience.

Content Personalization
Media platforms can customize content 
suggestions, based on users interaction, 
enhancing their engagement and retention.

Automated Content Generation
Noor helps create news summaries, article 
drafts, and automated responses, making 
content creation smoother for Arabic media.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://noor.tii.ae
http://noor.tii.ae


APPLICATION

Falcon 020

Falcon 180B, from Falcon LLM, is a strong language model with 180 
billion parameters. It’s trained on big data and is really good at things 
like reasoning and coding. It ranks competitively among top language 

models.

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
Falcon 180B, a part of Falcon Models, is a state-
of-the-art language model with 180 billion 
parameters, trained on 3.5 trillion tokens. It 
ranks among the top models on Hugging Face 
Leaderboard, excelling in tasks like reasoning, 
coding, proficiency, and knowledge tests for 
both research and commercial applications, 
rivaling Meta’s LLaMA 2 and performing on 
par with Google’s PaLM 2 Large, despite being 
half the size.

Benefits for the Media Industry:
Advanced Content Createion
Use Falcon 180B for high-quality content 
generation, from articles to scripts, ensuring 
accuracy and human-like fluency.

Smooth Content Analysis
Tap into Falcon 180B reasoning skills to 
extract insights from data, aiding research 
and investigative journalism.

Interactive Audience Engagement
Use Falcon 180B in chatbots for real-time, 
accurate and contextually relevant responses.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://falconllm.tii.ae/falcon-models.html
https://falconllm.tii.ae/falcon-models.html


APPLICATION

Runway 021

Runwayml.com is an AI research company that uses artificial 
intelligence to boost creativity in art and entertainment. 

VIDEO GENERATION

Description
Runwayml.com, an AI research company, offers 
a versatile platform with numerous AI tools. 
Tools include text-to-video generation, high-
resolution image synthesis, custom AI model 
training, and more. Runway’s AI innovations 
empower brands, enterprises, and creatives to 
develop innovative narratives. It also offers “AI 
Magic Tools” for simplified tasks like removing 
backgrounds from videos, turning videos into 
super slow-motion footage, and stringing 
together images into animated videos.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Innovative Content Creation
Media professionals can produce impressive 
visuals with “Text to Video” and “Image to 
Video,” no filming or animation skills required.

Efficient Post-Production
“Inpainting” removes unwanted elements 
from videos with just a few clicks, drastically 
reducing post-production time.

Custom AI Training
Create unique AI models for specific content 
and styles, ensuring unique and brand-
consistent content generation.

Better Storytelling

Runway’s tools enable a new era of storytelling, 
allowing media professionals to bring their 
visions to life in ways previously thought 
impossible.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Runwayml.com
http://runwayml.com


APPLICATION

Clipdrop022

Clipdrop.co provides a suite of AI tools for creators, making tasks 
like removing backgrounds, enlarging images, and turning doodles 

into real pictures easy. 

IMAGE EDITING

Description
Clipdrop.co is a revolutionary platform powered 
by cutting-edge AI. It offers a suite of tools 
designed to create stunning visuals in seconds. 
Its features encompass high-res image 
generation, flexible photo cropping, doodle-
to-image conversion, object, text, and defect 
removal, subject extraction, image relighting, 
upscaling, and background replacement. 
Additionally, Clipdrop offers an API that allows 
developers to integrate its best-in-class AI 
capabilities into their apps.

Benefits for the Media Industry:
Efficient Visual Content Creation
Media professionals can create engaging 

visuals with tools like “Generate Image” and 
“Stable Doodle,” no graphic design skills 
needed.

Post-Production Enhancements
Features like “Relight” and “Upscale” provide 
high-quality, enhanced visuals suitable for 
any platform.

Background & Object Removal
Quickly clean up visuals with easy background 
and object removal.

API Integration
Media outlets level up with Clipdrop API 
to integrate advanced image processing 
capabilities into their platforms, .

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Clipdrop.co
http://clipdrop.co


APPLICATION

DreamStudio023

DreamStudio.ai by Stability.ai, is an online platform that helps 
creators make pictures using advanced AI models. 

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
DreamStudio.ai from Stability.ai, employs 
cutting-edge generative AI for image creation. 
Users can effortlessly produce art, photos, 
and illustrations. Upcoming features include 
multitasking, elements editing, and early 
access to the StableDiffusion model, plus 
upscaling, masking, and layer capabilities.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Generative Creativity
DreamStudio lets you imagine freely with 
modes like text-to-image, image-to-image, 
variations, and styles.

Easy Editing
Soon, you can edit images by adding or 
removing items, making creativity smoother.

Advanced Features
DreamStudio tracks your work, offers early 
access to new models, and provides style 
presets, an infinite canvas workspace, and 
tools for upscaling and inpainting.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://DreamStudio.ai
http://dreamstudio.ai


APPLICATION

Ostagram024

Ostagram.me allows users to merge and transform images with neural 
networks, creating unique and artistic visuals. 

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
Ostagram utilizes neural network algorithms 
to merge two images, resulting in a unique 
piece of art. Users can combine their photos 
with famous artworks or other images, fusing 
elements from both sources. The platform 
features a gallery showcasing users creations 
and a ranking system for popular and top-rated 
image fusions.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Unique Visuals
Media professionals  can use Ostagram to 
create one-of-a-kind visuals for articles, ads, 
or digital content, guaranteeing unique output.

Engaging Audience Interaction
Media platforms can run challenges, inspiring 
people to blend and share images, boosting 
community engagement.

Fuel Artistic Ideas
Media artists and designers can explore 
Ostagram for inspiration to create innovative 
designs for various projects.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Ostagram.me
http://ostagram.me


APPLICATION

QR Craft025

QRCraft.xyz makes it easy for users to turn regular QR codes into 
eye-catching and creative designs, boosting brand visibility and 

engagement. 

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
QRCraft.xyz specializes in turning traditional 
QR codes into artistic and interactive designs. 
With its user-friendly interface, users can 
customize QR codes into mini art pieces that 
can reflect various themes, such as restaurant 
menus. These artistic QR codes are praised for 
attracting attention and providing a unique 
touch to various applications, like club posters 
and dining experiences. Additionally, QRCraft.
xyz offers API integration.

Benefits for the Media Industry:
Eye-catching QR Art
Transform ordinary QR codes into captivating 
visuals for promotions, ads, or articles.

Engage Your Audience
Offer audiences an interactive element in 
media content, encouraging them to scan 
the artistic QR codes and engage with the 
underlying content.

API Integration
Media outlets can use QRCraft’s API for 
seamless generation and customization 
of QR codes tailored to specific themes or 
campaigns.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.qrcraft.xyz/
http://qrcraft.xyz


APPLICATION

Unboring 026

Unboring by Reface makes photos and videos more exciting. It uses 
AI to animate pictures, swap faces, and transform images, offering 

creative AI tools for users. 

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
Reface’s “Unboring” platform provides a 
comprehensive toolkit for making photos and 
videos more engaging and entertaining. Users 
can employ the “Image Restyle” feature to 
transform their images into dolls, robots, or 
anime characters. Additionally, the platform 
facilitates video restyling, face swapping, and 
photo animation, enabling effortless content 
creation. Reface’s “Unboring” ensures that 
users can create captivating content in just 
a few clicks.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Captivating Content
Media professionals can create attention-
grabbing visuals.

Interactive Engagement
Implement face swapping and photo animation 
for enhancing user interaction and content 
shareability.

Efficient Editing
Use the platform for quick visual enhancements 
in content creation and editing.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://reface.ai/unboring
http://reface.ai/unboring


APPLICATION

SkyBox027

Skybox AI by Blockade Labs makes 360° image generation simple in 
just one click.

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
Skybox AI, developed by Blockade Labs, 
provides a user-friendly, one-click solution 
for generating immersive 360° images. The 
platform’s core objective is to streamline the 
creation of captivating 360° visuals, catering 
to virtual reality, gaming, and interactive media 
applications, making the process simpler and 
more accessible.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Immersive Content creation
Media professionals can swiftly create 

360° visuals, perfect for for virtual reality or 
augmented reality storytelling, adding depth 
to their content.

Efficiency
The one-click solution is a time and resource-
saver, bypassing the need for intricate software 
or extensive post-production work.

Versatile Usage
These 360° images can be used in diverse 
media projects, like gaming trailers and 
interactive news stories, offering captivating 
experiences.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://skybox.blockadelabs.com/
http://skybox.blockadelabs.com


APPLICATION

Wonder Dynamics028

Wonder Studio, by Wonder Dynamics , is an AI tool that effortlessly 
adds computer-generated characters to real-life scenes, making 

VFX easier in filmmaking. 

VIDEO EDITING 

Description
Wonder Studio is an AI tool for effortlessly 
integrating computer-generated (CG) 
characters into live-action scenes. It eliminates 
the need for motion capture, complex 3D 
software, and expensive hardware. Users can 
upload CG character models, and the system 
automatically tracks actors, transferring their 
performance to CG characters, resulting in 
fully animated, lit, and composed characters 
within the scene.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Streamlined VFX Workflow
Media professionals can skip time-consuming 
VFX, save money, and speed up production.

Seamless CG Integration
Media professionals can add CG characters 
that adapt to scene lighting and composition, 
for a more immersive viewing experience.

Free Creativity
Filmmakers and content creators can bring 
their visions to life without the constraints of 
traditional VFX, focusing more on storytelling 
rather than the technical hurdles.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://wonderdynamics.com/
http://wonderdynamics.com


APPLICATION

Diffusion Bee029

DiffusionBee is an offline, free AI art tool for computers using Stable 
Diffusion. It allows text-to-image creation, image editing, and more, 

making AI art accessible to all. 

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
DiffusionBee is an innovative platform for 
creating AI art through Stable Diffusion. 
It provides a comprehensive toolkit for 
transforming text prompts into art, enhancing 
images, and increasing resolutions, and 
even use external Stable Diffusion models. 
Importantly, it prioritizes user privacy by 
conducting all processes locally on the user’s 
computer, preventing data transmission to 
the cloud.

Benefits for the Media Industry:
Quick Content Creation
Media professionals can create visuals from 
text prompts, making content faster.

Versatile Art Generation Tools
DiffusionBee has many tools for producing 
unique visuals.

Privacy-Centric Approach
Local processing keeps projects confidential, 
reducing data-related breaches or risks.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://diffusionbee.com/
http://diffusionbee.com


APPLICATION

CapCut030

CapCut is an all-in-one AI-powered platform for video editing and 
graphic design. It works on browsers, desktops, and mobiles. 

VIDEO EDITING 

Description
CapCut is a versatile video editing platform 
designed for a wide range of users, from 
professionals to casual creators. It offers an 
array of features, including AI-powered tools; 
background removal, color correction, and 
old photo restoration. Additionally, CapCut 
provides functions like text-to-speech, audio 
extraction, and video upscaling. With its cloud 
storage, users can securely store projects and 
collaborate with teams, making video creation 
seamless and efficient.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Collaborative Editing
Teams can work together in real-time, sharing 
ideas, assets, and feedback in real-time, 
streamlining the production process.

Diverse Editing Tools
CapCut offers a suite of versatile tools to 
enhance the quality and versatility of media 
content.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.capcut.com/
http://capcut.com


APPLICATION

Captions.ai031

Captions.ai is an AI-powered creative studio that simplifies the 
video creation process, offering features like AI script writing, 

voiceovers, and visual editing. 

VIDEO EDITING 

Description
Captions.ai is an AI-powered creative studio 
that simplifies video creation. It offers a range 
of tools, from scriptwriting to post-production. 
Features encompass AI-generated scripts, 
voiceovers, automatic trimming of filler words, 
speech enhancement, eye contact correction, 
and advanced visual editing like color grading 
and background removal. It also enhances 
sound, adds music/effects, translates and 
distributes content.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Full Video Production
Media professionals can use Captions.ai for 
for end-to-end video creation, from ideation 
to distribution, ensuring quality and efficiency.

Post-Production Editing
With tools like AI lip dubbing, color grading, and 
background removal, creators can refine their 
content to meet high production standards 
without extensive manual effort.

Multilingual Content Creation
AI dubbing makes global content with 
translations while keeping the original voice, 
enabling media houses to cater to global 
audiences

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Captions.ai
http://capcut.com


APPLICATION

Eleven Labs032

ElevenLabs.io provides text-to-speech and voice cloning software for 
lifelike voiceovers and AI-generated speech in multiple languages. 

VOICE GENERATION

Description
ElevenLabs.io offers a state-of-the-art 
generative voice AI platform, transforming 
text into lifelike speech capturing human 
intonations and inflections. Supporting 28 
languages, it generates diverse, contextually 
linked speech. Beyond typical voice generators, 
it understands emotions and logic behind 
words. Features include VoiceLab for voice 
design/cloning and Projects for audio 
direction/editing.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Content Diversification
Media professionals can change text into high-
quality spoken audio, making podcasts and 
audio articles for a diverse audience.

Unique Character Voiceover
For animations or videos, creators can design 
special character voices to give their work 
personality.

Multilingual Content
The platform supports 28 languages, helping 
media outlets connect with global audiences 
across different languages.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://elevenlabs.io/
http://elevenlabs.io


APPLICATION

Opus 033

Opus Clip is an AI tool that transforms long videos into short, catchy 
clips suitable for social media. 

VIDEO EDITING 

Description
Opus Clip is an AI video repurposing tool that 
analyzes video content based on current 
trends. It identifies compelling moments in 
long videos, restructures them into shorter, 
engaging clips with dynamic captions, 
AI-based layout adjustments, and smooth 
transitions. It is. ideal for video podcasts, 
educational content, commentary, and 
speeches.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Efficient Content Repurposing
Media professionals can turn long content into 
short clips suitable for TikTok, YouTube Shorts, 
and Twitter.

Dynamic Upgrades
Features like AI layout tweaks and catchy 
captions can boost content coherence and 
viewer engagement.

Global Reach
Opus Clip handles multiple languages, allowing 
media houses to cater to a global audience 
without the need for manual translation.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.opus.pro/
http://opus.pro


APPLICATION

Podcastle034

Podcastle.ai simplifies podcast creation with AI tools for recording, 
editing, transcription, and voice cloning. 

AUDIO EDITING

Description
Podcastle.ai is a versatile AI-powered platform 
tailored for podcasters, offering web-based 
studio-quality audio and video recording, 
AI-driven editing, and seamless exporting 
capabilities. It features multi-track recording, 
automatic transcription, intuitive editing tools, 
lifelike voice transformations, and AI tools like 
‘Magic Dust’ for professional studio touch and 
noise cancellation and ‘Revoice’ for producing 
a digital copy of users’ voices.

Benefits for the Media Industry
High-Quality Audio Production
 Media professionals can use Podcastle’s top-
notch recording and editing tools for excellent 
podcast and audio content.

Text-to-Speech
Turn written words into lifelike voices, 
diversifying content without actors.

Efficient Editing & Enhancement
Tools like “Magic Dust” and “Revoice” enhance 
audio quality, making it clear, engaging, and 
personalized.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://podcastle.ai/
http://podcastle.ai


APPLICATION

Koala035

Koala.sh provides AI-powered tools like KoalaWriter and KoalaChat to 
speed up content creation, improve SEO, and streamline publishing 

processes. 

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
Koala.sh offers AI-powered tools for lightning-
fast content creation. KoalaWriter, driven by 
GPT-4, combines SERP analysis and real-time 
data to generate SEO-optimized articles 
within minutes. KoalaChat, an SEO-focused 
chatbot, integrates real-time data and custom 
commands for swift content creation.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Faster Content Creation
Media professionals  can quickly make SEO-
friendly articles, ensuring they’re published on 
time and rank better in searches.

Affiliate Marketing
Easily create Amazon affiliate articles ready 
for publishing, boosting the earnings of media 
outlets.

Integration & Automation
Features like instant WordPress posting and 
Google Sheets integration simplify media 
houses’ content processes for smooth 
distribution.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://koala.sh/
http://koala.sh


APPLICATION

Gling036

Gling.ai is an AI-powered video editing tool made for YouTubers. 
It automatically removes silences and unwanted takes from raw 

recordings. 

VIDEO EDITING 

Description
Gling.ai streamlines post-production by 
automatically removing silences and 
disfluencies from raw video and audio 
recordings. Gling’s artificial intelligence and 
machine learning algorithms automatically 
identify and cut irrelevant sections, allowing 
users to focus on content creation. Creators 
can upload, review, and export the edited 
media to popular video editors or as MP4/
MP3 files with SRT captions for accessibility

.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Efficient Post-Production
Media professionals can significantly reduce 
editing time as Gling automatically spots and 
removes silences and disfluencies.

Flexible Exporting Options
Support top video editing software and direct 
MP4/MP3 exports, giving media creators post-
production flexibility.

Enhanced Content Quality
Media professionals  can concentrate on 
content creation while Gling handles editing, 
resulting in higher-quality, more engaging 
content that resonates better with their 
audience.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.gling.ai/
http://gling.ai


APPLICATION

Vidyo037

Vidyo.ai is an AI-powered platform that helps creators turn long 
videos into short, social-friendly clips with captions, ready for 

different platforms. 

VIDEO EDITING 

Description
Vidyo.ai is an AI-powered platform created to 
turn lengthy videos into short, social-ready 
clips. It features AI-driven scene change 
navigation, automatic emoji insertion, 
AI-generated captions, and various video 
templates for different platforms and use-
cases. Users can easily manage scene 
transitions, customize clips to match brand 
aesthetics. Vidyo.ai provides inspiration by 
showcasing how popular creators, like Alex 
Hormozi, Grant Cardone, and Garyvee, utilize 
the platform’s features.

Benefits for the Media Industry:
Efficient Content Repurposing
Media professionals  can turn long videos 
short, engaging clips suitable for social media, 
boosting reach and engagement.

Enhanced Video Quality
AI tools, like scene change navigation and 
adding automatic emojis, help creators 
produce engaging and relevant content.

Consistent Branding
Customizable templates keep a consistent 
brand image across different content. pieces.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://vidyo.ai/
http://vidyo.ai


APPLICATION

Autopod038

AutoPod.fm provides Adobe Premiere Pro plug-ins tailored for video 
podcast and show editors. It automates tasks like multi-camera 
editing, creating social clips, and handling silent video portions.

VIDEO EDITING 

Description
Autopod.fm offers automatic editing tools for 
video podcasts and shows, tailored for Adobe 
Premiere Pro. Features include a Multi-Camera 
Editor for up to 10 cameras and microphones, 
a Social Clip Creator, and a Jump Cut Editor 
for creating jump cuts based on silence, thus 
ensuring engaging content for social media 
audiences. The platform is designed by editors 
for editors, aiming to automate many of the 
tedious processes in video editing.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Efficient Multi-Camera Editing
Media professionals  simplify editing for 
multi-camera setups, saving time and effort 
in post-production.

Social Media Clips
Easily create clips in different aspect ratios 
tailored for social media, optimizing content 
for maximum engagement.

Engaging Content Creation
With the Jump Cut Editor, creators can keep 
the audience engaged by automatically 
removing silences.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.autopod.fm/
http://autopod.fm


APPLICATION

Canva (Magic Design)039

Canva.com is a flexible design tool for making a wide range of visual 
content like presentations, graphics, and websites. It has lots of 

templates and design options. 

IMAGE EDITING

Description
Canva’s “Magic Design” is an AI-powered 
feature within the Canva platform designed 
to revolutionize graphic design. It uses AI to 
suggest layouts, color palettes, and generate 
content. With the integration of chatGPT AI, 
the ‘Magic Write tool’ offers writing prompts 
and creates content based on user input, 
streamlining the design process for  enhanced 
efficiency and ease of use.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Smart Design Ideas
Media professionals get AI-generated design 
ideas to produce modern and engaging visuals.

Efficient Content Creation
The Magic Write tool, powered by chatGPT AI, 
generates text content on-the-fly, aiding media 
professionals in crafting compelling narratives 
for their designs.

Brand Consistency
 AI suggests design templates and color 
palettes for a consistent brand image across 
platforms.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.canva.com/
http://canva.com


APPLICATION

YouLearn040

YouLearn.ai offers an AI tutor to personalize lessons, making it easier 
to grasp content. It provides tools to produce summaries, quizzes, and 

study material. 

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
YouLearn.ai is an AI-driven educational 
platform, that aims to personalize the learning 
experience for students. It supports various 
content uploads, like YouTube clips, Google 
Docs, PDFs, MP4s, and Google Slides. The AI 
tutor helps learners understand understand 
their lectures, ask questions, receive high-level 
summaries, and gain insightful notes. YouLearn 
also generates multiple-choice questions, 
study cards, illustrations, mind maps, and 
supplementary material. It provides AI-driven 
quizzes addressing individual learning gaps to 
tackle student-specific weaknesses.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Educational Content Enhancement
Media professionals creating educational 
material can use YouLearn for a more 
interactive and personalized learning 
experience for their audience.

Diverse Content Integration
Media companies can include different types of 
videos and documents, for a complete learning 
platform.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.youlearn.ai/
http://youlearn.ai


APPLICATION

VocalReplica041

VocalReplica allows users to extract clear vocals from YouTube 
videos easily, isolating and downloading speaker voices. 

AUDIO GENERATION

Description
VocalReplica is a dedicated tool for extracting 
clear vocals from YouTube videos. Users can 
specify the number of speakers in the video, and 
the platform will precisely isolate and extract 
the vocals. The process involves selecting the 
number of speaker, copying the YouTube video 
link, pasting it into VocalReplica’s interface, 
and then downloading the extracted audio. 
The platform also provides a playback feature 
for previewing the audio before downloading.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Content Repurposing
Media professionals can use VocalReplica to 
extract vocals from interviews or podcasts on 
the YouTube for other projects or platforms.

Enhanced Editing
Isolating vocals gives editors more flexibility in 
post-production, adding the extracted audio 
to new mixes.

Research and Archiving
Journalists and researchers can extract 
specific vocal segments from long YouTube 
videos for easy reference, archiving, or 
transcription.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://vocalreplica.com/
http://vocalreplica.com


APPLICATION

Dora042

Dora AI from DoraTool enables users to create editable, high-quality 
websites with just a line of text, no coding needed. 

WEBSITE GENERATION

Description
Dora AI empowers users to effortlessly create 
dynamic websites using AI. With the slogan 
“Empowering dynamic websites, one prompt 
at a time,” users can craft fully editable, award-
winning websites from a single line of text. The 
platform introduces advanced AI animation, 
streamlining the process. It’s currently in a 
waitlist phase, suggesting early stages or beta 
testing.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Building Websites Seamlessly
Media professionals can create websites 
seamlessly with a single line of text, making 
web development easier.

Dynamic Web Interactions
With Generative 3D interaction, media 
houses can offer immersive web experiences, 
enhancing user engagement and retention.

AI-Driven Animation
Automate animations to save time and 
resources in web content creation.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.dora.run/ai
http://dora.run/ai


APPLICATION

Speechy043

Speechy.ai is an AI speaking assistant that gives instant feedback to 
improve speaking skills and build confidence. 

VOICE TRAINING 

Description
Speechy.ai is an AI speaking assistant, 
enhances speaking skills and boosts 
confidence with real-time feedback. Ideal for 
both professionals and personal practice, it 
improves pronunciation, grammar, and clarity, 
while offering customized meeting summaries 
and tracking speaking pace, highlighting filler 
words in real-time.

Benefits for Media Industry
Enhanced Communication Skills
Media professionals can refine their 

speaking style, ensuring clear and effective 
communication during interviews, 
presentations, and broadcasts.

Meeting Summaries
Auto-summaries keep media professionals 
from missing key info in meetings and 
interviews.

Real-time Feedback
Immediate feedback on pace and filler words 
helps media professionals stay clear and 
engaging in live broadcasts and recordings

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://speechy.ai/
http://speechy.ai


APPLICATION

Storiai044

Storiai.com is an AI platform that helps create and share branded 
content across digital channels.

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
Storiai.com empowers brands with AI-driven 
content creation, shaping a unique brand 
identity with defined archetypes, tones, 
taglines, and colors. It assists in creating 
audience segments and personas, tailors 
messages into platform-specific stories, 
and simplifies social media account linking 
to enhance engagement and reach across 
platforms.

Benefits for the Media Industry
AI-Powered Branding
Media professionals can use Storiai.com to 
automate the branding process, ensuring a 
consistent and powerful brand voice across 
various platforms.

Tailored Content
The platform adapts messages into platform-
specific stories for different platforms, from 
social media to blogs.

Enhanced Engagement
Storiai.com links social accounts for better 
interaction and reaching the right audience 
segments.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://storiai.com/
http://storiai.com


APPLICATION

WonderCraft AI 045

Wondercraft.ai is an AI-driven platform that makes podcast creation 
easy, turning text into engaging audio content using AI

VOICE GENERATION

Description
Wondercraft.ai is an AI-driven platform that 
revolutionizes podcasting by easily converting 
content like blogs, notes, and recordings into 
captivating podcasts. With hyper-realistic 
AI voices, voice cloning, direct publishing on 
Spotify and Apple, script generation, video 
creation, multi-language translation, and 
timestamped segments and complete episode 
transcripts, it offers comprehensive podcast 
solutions.                                                               

Benefits for the Media Industry
Diverse Content Creation
Media professionals turn text into audio or 
video, diversifying content and reaching 
broader audiences.

Efficient Production
AI voice cloning and script generation can save 
time and resources, eliminating voice actors 
and manual scripting.

Multilingual Reach
Translation to multiple languages broadens 
the audience, boosting market reach and 
engagement.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.wondercraft.ai/
http://wondercraft.ai


APPLICATION

Lyzr046

Lyzr.ai is an AI Data Science Copilot, providing immediate actionable 
insights on any dataset without the need for coding or data science 

expertise.

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
Lyzr.ai simplifies data analysis using AI. Users 
can analyze datasets without data mapping 
or preparation, and it suggests queries and 
insights. The platform can analyze a wide 
range of metrics, from sales projections and 
revenue analysis to customer behavior and 
deal analysis. Lyzr offers cloud options with 
community and enterprise versions, with 
integration capabilities for data lakes and 
clouds.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Data-Driven Decision Making
Media professionals can use Lyzr to analyze big 
data for insights on audience behavior, content 
performance, and market trends.

Efficient Content Strategy
By studying customer behavior and other 
relevant metrics, media houses can tailor 
content for improved audience engagement 
and viewership.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://lyzr.ai/
http://lyzr.ai


APPLICATION

Remini047

Remini.ai uses AI to enhance and restore old photos, turning them 
into high-quality images. 

IMAGE EDITING

Description
Remini.ai is a cutting-edge photo and video 
enhancer that transforms low-quality visuals 
into stunning high-quality ones. It excels at 
restoring old photos with remarkable details, 
creating professional-grade AI-enhanced 
photos, and offers features like face glow, 
auto color correction, and background 
enhancement. With over 3 million pre-built 
analysis models, Remini consistently delivers 
impressive results.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Visual Content Enhancement
Media professionals can boost content quality, 
turning low-res images and videos into high-
quality, captivating visuals.

Historical Content Restoration
Revive media archives, revitalizing old photos 
and videos and making them suitable for 
modern-day broadcasts or publications.

Efficient Workflow Integration
Remini’s HD technology integrates via API, 
ensuring top-notch visuals across platforms.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://remini.ai/
http://remini.ai


APPLICATION

Aragon048

Aragon.ai turns your selfies into polished AI-generated headshots 
with various styles and backgrounds.

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
Aragon.ai employs AI to convert user-uploaded 
selfies into professional headshots. Connect 
social media accounts to import selfies; 
Aragon.ai’s AI creates a custom model, 
generating various professional-looking photos 
with different styles and backgrounds. High-
quality headshots are delivered promptly, with 
plan options offering diverse image quantities 
and styles.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Efficient Headshots
Media professionals can quickly generate 
professional headshots without photoshoots, 
saving time and resources.

Diverse Images
AI creates a variety of images, enhancing 
diverse representation in media content.

Privacy Control
Aragon.ai prioritizes user data privacy, with 
encryption and data policies. Users can delete both 
their uploaded and generated photos at anytime.

Cost-Effective
Affordable alternative plans for traditional 
photoshoots, with various pricing plans to suit 
different needs.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.aragon.ai/
http://aragon.ai


APPLICATION

Verble049

Verble.app is an AI speechwriting assistant that helps produce 
impactful speeches for any occasion.

TEXT GENERATION 

Description
Verble.app, AI is a speech-writing assistant 
that enhances persuasive storytelling with 
expert design. Designed by industry experts 
who understand the intricacies of creating 
compelling narratives, Verble streamlines 
speech creation in three steps: chat with AI, 
create a draft, refine with speaker insights. For 
business pitches or heartfelt speeches, Verble 
empowers confident storytelling.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Tailored Speeches
Media professionals can create speeches for 
various events, from business presentations 
to keynote speeches.

Efficient Preparation
With Verble’s guidance, media personalities 
can quickly prepare for talks in interviews or 
presentations.

Diverse Speaking Events
Verble adapts messages for different 
occasions, be it a business pitch or a wedding 
speech.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.verble.app/
http://verble.app


APPLICATION

Stockimg050

Stockimg.ai is an AI-powered platform that enables teams to 
generate a wide array of design elements, encompassing logos, book 

covers, posters and the like. 

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
Stockimg.ai is an AI-powered platform for 
diverse visual asset creation, including 
wallpapers, stock images, logos, posters, 
illustrations, book covers, QR codes, and text 
effects. It streamlines design, helping users 
save time and money by harnessing the power 
of artificial intelligence.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Diverse Visual Assets Creation
Media professionals can generate a wide range 

of visuals tailored to their projects, spanning 
concept art to marketing materials.

Cost-Efficient Design Process
AI-driven tools enable media houses to swiftly 
produce visuals, ensuring timely content 
delivery and lowered production costs.

Rapid Content Creation
Using Stockimg.ai, users can instantly generate 
visuals ensuring that media professionals can 
meet tight deadlines without compromising 
quality.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://stockimg.ai/
http://stockimg.ai


APPLICATION

Leonardo051

Leonardo.ai offers a range of AI tools empowering users to 
create diverse visual assets, spanning character designs, game 
elements, and marketing materials, all while prioritizing quality 

and style consistency.

IMAGE GENERATION 

Description
Leonardo.ai empowers users to create top-
quality visual assets with AI. Its toolkit covers 
image generation, AI canvas, and 3D textures. 
From character design to marketing visuals, 
Leonardo.ai meets diverse creative needs. 
“Alchemy” a feature that transforms creative 
inputs into enchanting visual outputs, making 
the image generation experience seamless 
and magical.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Diverse Visual Creation
Professionals can create tailored visuals, from 
concept art to marketing material.

Efficient Design Process
With AI-driven tools, media houses can rapidly 
produce visuals, ensuring timely content 
delivery and reduced production costs.

Community Engagement
Join Leonardo’s AI community to collaborate 
and enhance creativity.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://leonardo.ai/
http://leonardo.ai


APPLICATION

Voicemod052

Voicemod.net is a real-time voice changer application that provides 
a diverse array of voice effects and modifications, ideal for gaming, 

streaming, and other online interactions. 

VOICE GENERATION

Description
Voicemod.net is a real-time voice changer 
for gaming and communication. It offers 
diverse voice effects, custom sound effects, 
and seamless integration with popular apps 
like Discord, Zoom, and other games, allowing 
users to personalize their voice experience 
effortlessly.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Dynamic Voiceovers
Media Professionals use Voicemod for 
producing versatile voiceovers in animations, 

documentaries, or videos, reducing the need 
for multiple actors.

Engaging Live Streams
Streamers can enhance live broadcasts with 
various voice effects, making their streams 
more engaging for viewers.

Interactive Sound Effects
Media houses can use soundboards for 
timely sound effects, adding an element of 
surprise and enhancing live shows and viewer 
experiences.

Click here to visit the website  >>

http://Voicemod.net
http://voicemod.net


APPLICATION

Pika 053

Pika Labs provides a powerful Text-to-Video platform that converts 
written content into visual media, promoting the creativity of 

expression. 

VIDEO GENERATION

Description
Pika Labs unveils a powerful Text-to-Video 
platform, empowering users to express their 
creativity through text. The platform excels in 
converting text into compelling video content, 
prioritizing simplicity and creativity. Pika Labs 
invites users to join its beta phase, signaling 
ongoing development and refinement.

Benefits for the Media Industry
Swift Video Production
Media professionals can rapidly transform 

written scripts or concepts into video content, 
streamlining the content creation process.

Enhanced Creativity
The platform’s focus on creativity empowers 
media houses to produce distinctive, engaging 
videos that resonate with their audience.

Cost-Efficient Production
Converting text to video can potentially reduce 
traditional production costs, such as actor 
hiring or on-location filming.

Click here to visit the website  >>

https://www.pika.art/
http://pika.art


Midjourney



MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

General tips054

Prompt Length: While short prompts will rely heavily on Midjourney’s 
default style, super-long prompts aren’t always better. It’s essential to 
focus on the main concepts you want to create.

• Grammar: The Midjourney Bot doesn’t understand grammar like 
humans. Word choice matters, and more specific synonyms often 
work better.

• Focus on What You Want: It’s better to describe what you want rather 
than what you don’t want.

• Think About What Details Matter: Be specific or vague as per your 
requirement, but remember that anything left unsaid might surprise 
you.

• Use Collective Nouns: Plural words can be ambiguous. Using specific 
numbers or collective nouns can be more precise.

A castle stands majestically atop a craggy island, while a ship navigates the tumultuous sea below, 
all under a sky of undulating clouds with the moon peeking through v5,2  

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

055 Basic Prompts

Description: A basic prompt in Midjourney is a short text description 
that the bot interprets to produce an image. The bot breaks down the 
words and phrases in a prompt into smaller pieces, known as tokens, 
which are then compared to its training data to generate an image.

How to Use:

• Type /imagine prompt: in the message field on Discord.

• Describe the image you want to create in the prompt field.

• Send your message, and the bot will interpret your text prompt 
and begin generating images.

A polished, petite wooden ball rolls alongside a larger wooden counterpart v5.2  

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Advanced Prompts056

Advanced prompts can be more detailed and can include one or more of 
the following elements:

• Image URLs: These can be added to a prompt to influence the style 
and content of the resulting image. Image URLs should always be 
placed at the beginning of a prompt.

• Prompt Text: This is the text description of the image you want to 
generate. Well-written prompts can help produce remarkable images.

• Parameters: These alter how an image is generated. Parameters 
can modify aspect ratios, models, upscalers, and much more. They 
should be placed at the end of the prompt.

Complexity v5.2  

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Variations057

Variation Options: After generating an initial image grid, users have 
the option to create variations of a selected image. This allows users to 
explore different interpretations and styles based on their original prompt.

Vary Buttons: The “V” buttons, available after an image selection, 
generate a new image grid that maintains the general style and 
composition of the selected image. This feature provides users with 
alternative versions of their chosen image, offering a broader range of 
creative possibilities.

Nestled within a dense forest lies a quaint village v5.2  

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Vary Regions058

Vary Options: After selecting an image, users have the flexibility to 
enhance or modify specific regions of their image. This allows for a 
more tailored and refined outcome, ensuring the final image aligns 
closely with the user’s vision.

• Vary (Strong): This option creates a stronger variation of the selected 
image, emphasizing certain elements or styles.

• Vary (Subtle): This option creates a subtle variation of the selected 
image, making minor adjustments to the original.

• Zoom Out: Users can opt to zoom out of their image, extending the 
canvas beyond its original boundaries. This is particularly useful 
when looking to capture a broader scene or context.

• Pan Options: Users can expand the canvas of an image in a specific 
direction, allowing for a more expansive view without altering the 
original image content.

A majestic cruise ship sails gracefully across the ocean v5.2  

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

059 Aspect Ratio (Parameter)

Aspect Ratio (--aspect or --ar)

Purpose: Adjusts the shape of the generated image.

Explanation: The aspect ratio is like the shape of your TV screen. It 
determines how wide compared to how tall the image will be. For 
instance, a square image has an aspect ratio of 1:1.

From a bird’s-eye perspective, an island unfolds below --ar 4:3. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

060 Chaos (Parameter)

Chaos (--chaos <number 0–100>)

Purpose: Introduces randomness to the image results.

Explanation: Think of chaos as the “wild card” setting. A higher chaos 
value means the AI might surprise you with more unexpected and 
diverse images, while a lower value will keep things more consistent 
and predictable.

A sprawling football field comes into view --chaos 70. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Fast (Parameter)061

Fast (--fast)

Purpose: Speeds up the image generation process.

Explanation: If you’re in a hurry and want results quickly, the Fast 
Mode rushes the process, potentially at the expense of some quality 
or detail.

The vast expanse of a marathon field is captured in a cinematic essence -- fast 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

062 Image Weight (Parameter)

Image Weight (--iw <0–2>)

Purpose: Balances the influence between the image and text prompts

Explanation: If you provide both an image and text as inspiration, this 
setting decides which one has more “say” in the final result. A higher 
value means the image has more influence, and vice versa.

Amidst a playground, a meeting table stands as an unexpected centerpiece --iw 1. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

063 Negative Prompting  
(Parameter)

Negative Prompting (--no)

Purpose: Excludes specific elements from the image.

Explanation: If you don’t want certain things (like plants) in your 
image, this command tells the AI to avoid including them.

A tree radiates a luminous glow --no without green leaves. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Quality (Parameter)064

Quality (--quality <.25, .5, or 1> or --q <.25, .5, or 1>)

Purpose: Adjusts the level of detail in the generated image.

Explanation: This is like choosing the resolution for a video. Higher 
quality values make the image clearer and more detailed but might 
take longer to produce.

Books find their home in an open-air setting, forming an outdoor library --quality 1. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Relax (Parameter)065

Relax (--relax)

Purpose: Produces more subtle image variations.

Explanation: If you want the AI to take a more laid-back approach and 
generate images that are less intense or dramatic, the Relax Mode is 
the way to go.

A snowy village nestles under a blanket of fresh white powder, while overhead, brooding clouds cast 
shadows across the landscape, with the moon offering a faint glimmer of light through the gloom v5.2

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Repeat (Parameter)066

Repeat (--repeat <1–40> or --r <1–40>)

Purpose: Generates multiple versions of an image.

Explanation: If you want to see several different takes on the same 
idea, this command asks the AI to try multiple times, giving you a 
variety of results.

The sweeping curves of desert dunes are seen from a bird’s-eye vantage point --repeat 6. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Seed (Parameter)067

Seed (--seed <integer between 0–4294967295>)

Purpose: Ensures consistency in image generation.

Explanation: A seed is like a starting recipe. If you use the same seed 
and prompt, the AI will cook up a very similar image each time. It’s a 
way to get consistent results.

The lush expanse of the Amazon Forest stretches out --seed 200. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Halt (Parameter)068

Stop (--stop <integer between 10–100>)

Purpose: Halts the image generation process at a certain point.

Explanation: If you want your image to have a dreamy or unfinished 
look, you can tell the AI to stop working on it partway through.

A halved white paper lies atop a wooden table, showcased in version 5.2. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Style (Parameter)069

Style (--style <raw>, --style <4a, 4b, or 4c>, --style <cute, expressive, 
original, or scenic>)

Purpose: Chooses a specific artistic style or version for the image.

Explanation: Different styles can give your image a distinct look, 
whether it’s a raw, unfiltered appearance or something more 
expressive and artistic.

Sunflowers stretch towards the sky in an unending field --style raw. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Stylize (Parameter)070

Stylize (--stylize <number> or --s <number>)

Purpose: Adjusts the intensity of the applied style.

Explanation: This determines how “strong” the chosen style appears 
in the image. A higher value means the style is more pronounced.

As the sun sets, an individual finds solace seated amidst the vast desert --s 200. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Title (Parameter)071

Tile (--tile)

Purpose: Creates images suitable for patterns.

Explanation: If you want to make a wallpaper or fabric pattern, this 
command generates images that can be repeated seamlessly side by 
side.

Numbers are artfully arranged in a circular pattern on a display board. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Turbo (Parameter)072

Turbo (--Turbo)

Purpose: Further speeds up the image generation.

Explanation: Turbo Mode is like putting the AI on overdrive. It works 
even faster than Fast Mode to give you results quickly.

A car, turbocharged to perfection, races forward --turbo. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

Weird (Parameter) 073

Weird (--Weird <number 0–3000>)

Purpose: Explores unique and unconventional aesthetics.

Explanation: If you’re feeling adventurous and want something truly 
out of the box, the Weird parameter pushes the AI to think more 
creatively and produce unusual images.

A door stands alone, exuding an aura of peculiarity --weird 500. 

https://www.midjourney.com/


MIDJOURNEYIMAGE GENERATION

Click here to visit Midjourney  >>

074 Pan Options

Expanding the Canvas with Pan Options

Purpose: Adjust the viewpoint of the generated image.

Detailed Explanation: Imagine you’ve taken a photo, but you wish 
you’d captured a bit more of the scene to the left or right. The Pan 
Options allow you to do just that, but digitally. By expanding the 
canvas in a specific direction, you can ”see” more of the imagined 
scene without altering the original content. This is especially useful if 
you want to focus on a particular area or if you’re looking to capture a 
broader context of the generated image.

Amidst the vastness of space, a car soars, weaving between twinkling stars v5.2  

https://www.midjourney.com/
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CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

Create captivating video intros to engage and draw in your 
audience effectively

Scriptwriting 075

TEXT GENERATION

As a scriptwriter creating a 1-minute social media video on [Topic/details], I need 

[X] engaging opening lines tailored for a content creator’s delivery. Also, could you 

provide [X] [Interesting/Shocking/Thrilling] facts about [Topic/details] by leveraging 

your vast knowledge and web access?

A 30-year-old scriptwriter grapples 
with writer’s block, having recently 
unearthed a mystical typewriter from 
their attic v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

076 News Aggregation

Generate engaging and relevant topics tailored to your 
audience’s interests

I’m positioning myself on Social Media as an [Your Positioning]. Using your web 

access, identify the most significant news events in [Geographical area] related 

to [Area of interest] from the past [Time]. Provide me with a [Short/Extensive] list, 

including links.

A radiant orb pulsates with news 
snippets, seamlessly weaving stories 
from every direction into a harmonious 
movement of information v5.2 

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

077 TV Interview Questions 
Generation

Create compelling interview questions to captivate your guests 
and audience

Picture yourself as a TV interviewer delving into the [Name of the industry] 

industry. You’re about to interview someone notable for [Insert a brief and 

interesting fact about the person]. Given that our segment is [Expected Duration] 

long, what are [X] compelling questions tailored for virality on social media that I 

could pose to them?

Upon being lit, a glowing lantern casts 
profound, question-shaped shadows, 
unveiling the hidden recesses of 
thoughts v5.2 

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

078 Finding Stastics 

Easily locate statistics relevant to your topic of interest

I’m conducting research on [Enter Topic]. Can you use the web to fetch relevant 

statistics about this topic for me? Please ensure you include both the sources and 

their corresponding links.

A shimmering orb reveals an interaction 
of numbers and data, which eventually 
settle into the most desired statistics 
v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

079 Fact-checking 
information

Ensure the precision of a specific statement that was received

I’ve come across a statement related to [Enter Subject/Topic]. The statement is: 

‘[Enter Statement/Claim]’. Can you use the web to fact-check this for me and 

provide reliable sources to confirm or refute it? Please include the sources and 

their corresponding links.

A navigational tool consistently directs 
its user to trustworthy sources, 
steering clear of the deceptive depths 
of false information v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

080 Trend Analysis

Discover industry trends across various sectors

I’m looking into the dynamics of [Industry] between [Year] and [Year]. Can you 

provide an analysis of how [Trend A] gained traction during this period and 

contrast it with the diminishing popularity of [Trend B]? Please use web resources 

to back up your insights.

A crystal mirrors the market’s pulse, 
refracting light to showcase the vivid 
shades of current trends and the muted 
tones of past crazes v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

081 Optimizing Content 

Boost your content’s impact and expand your audience reach 
through optimization

I’m aiming to optimize my content for [Social media platform]. Using your web 

access, can you provide guidelines and best practices for this? Please ensure 

each suggestion is backed by a credible source.

Inside a factory, robots industriously 
produce newspapers, overseen by a large 
central screen v5.2 

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

082 Latest News

Discover the news that matters to you, precisely tailored to your 
preferences

I want to stay informed about the latest in [name of field]. Using your web access, 

can you fetch the top [Number of articles] news articles from [News outlet] related 

to this field?

Downtown, a vast screen displays the 
latest news for all to see v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

083 Pinpoiting Mistakes 
in articles

Locate and correct grammar, style, and punctuation errors in 
your articles accurately

I’ve written an article and need a keen eye on it. Without altering the terms or the 

core meaning, can you identify any grammar, style, or punctuation errors in the 

following content? 

[Submit article]

A blank white paper stands alone v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

084 SEO Optimization 

Maximize your SEO performance for optimal results

I’ve crafted a piece of content and I’m aiming for better SEO performance. Within 

the following text, can you identify and suggest keywords that might be optimized 

for SEO? Once I review, I’ll let you know which ones to replace. 

[Written Text]

Dressed in a white shirt and hoodie, 
an individual sprays red paint onto 
a pristine white wall, capturing the 
essence of a cinematic moment v5.2 

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

085 Film and TV 
Scriptwritting 

Create dialogues for film and television production

I’m diving into scriptwriting and need some creative input. Based on the following 

details, can you help generate dialogues, plot ideas, or character backstories? 

Dialogue Topic: [Enter Topic/Scenario] 

Plot Setting: [Enter Setting/Environment] 

Character Traits: [Enter Character Details/Background]

Alone in a 1950s cinema, an individual 
immerses themselves in a film, presented 
in 8K resolution v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

086 Assessing Sentiment 
Analysis

Evaluate the sentiment of written text with precision and insight

I’m looking to gauge the emotional tone of a piece of content. Using sentiment 

analysis, can you determine the sentiment of the following text and provide a 

breakdown if possible?

In a Shakespearean theater, actors 
passionately perform the tragedy of 
Macbeth v5.2 

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

087 Finding Historical 
Stories

Discover historical narratives that convey specific moral lessons

I’m on the hunt for historical stories that convey a specific lesson. Can you find me 

[Number of stories] stories that align with the moral [Insert moral]? Additionally, 

please ensure you include references for each story.

The grandeur of Oxford University’s 
library is on full display v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

088 Ad Copy Suggestions

Provide ad copy suggestions tailored to your campaign

I’m brainstorming ideas for an ad campaign. Given the following details, can you 

generate compelling ad copy suggestions? 

Product/Service: [Enter Product/Service Name] 

Target Audience: [Enter Target Demographic/Persona] 

Desired Tone: [E.g., Humorous, Inspirational, Informative] 

Key Features/Benefits: [List Key Selling Points] 

Call to Action: [Specify Desired Action, e.g., ‘Shop Now’, ‘Learn More’]

Amidst a storm, an individual finds 
solace on a wooden bench, engrossed in 
reading a newspaper v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

089 Brainstorm Marketing 
Campaign Ideas

Provide creative concepts for your marketing campaign

I’m looking for a fresh marketing campaign. Given the following details, can you 

brainstorm innovative campaign ideas or overarching themes for me? 

Product/Service: [Enter Product/Service Name] 

Target Audience: [Enter Target Demographic/Persona] 

Marketing Goals: [E.g., Brand Awareness, Sales Boost, Product Launch] 

Unique Selling Points: [List Key Features or Benefits] 

Desired Emotion/Reaction: [E.g., Excitement, Curiosity, Nostalgia]

Fresh orange juice pours into a 
transparent glass, set against the 
backdrop of a farm, captured from a 
close vantage point v5.2 

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

090 Podcast Checklist

A comprehensive step-by-step checklist for your podcast

As a scriptwriter creating a 1-minute social media video on [Topic/details], I need 

[X] engaging opening lines tailored for a content creator’s delivery. Also, could you 

provide [X] [Interesting/Shocking/Thrilling] facts about [Topic/details] by leveraging 

your vast knowledge and web access?

A podcast studio is set against a 
vibrant red curtain v5.2 

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

091 Midjourney Prompts 
Generation

Create Midjourney prompts with Chat GPT

Imagine you’re a content creator looking to generate a unique image for your 

upcoming project on [Topic/Theme]. Using Midjourney, craft a detailed prompt that 

captures the essence of your vision. Additionally, specify any artistic mediums, 

locations, or time periods you want to be reflected in the image.

The power of geothermal energy 
is harnessed and converted into 
electricity v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

092 Portfolio Descriptions

Craft compelling portfolio descriptions that effectively showcase 
your work

I’m refining my [designer/photographer] portfolio. For my piece titled [Title], craft 

a description that encompasses its [Technique], [Theme], and any standout 

features.

The pristine waters of Scottish springs 
glisten under the sun v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

093 Keyword Analysis for 
Short Videos

Discover in-depth analysis of trending online keywords for short 
content

Utilizing the Short Video Trends plugin, identify and list the top [Number of 

Keywords Required] compelling keywords currently driving engagement and views 

in the realm of short videos.

Light bulbs glow, each radiating a 
varying intensity of light v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

094 Documentry Topics 

Allow AI to provide documentary topic suggestions for you

Propose subjects for a documentary series within the realm of [Theme/Genre]. 

Each subject should offer a fresh perspective, potential interviewees, and relevant 

locations.

In a lifelike 8K resolution, a lion 
fervently chases a gazelle across the 
plains. 

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

News analysis 095

Examine different perspectives on current news

Examine the latest articles on [Topic/Event]. Summarize the main points, identify 

recurring themes, and highlight any contrasting viewpoints presented across 

different sources.

On Sloane Street, a stand proudly 
displays an array of newspapers v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

096 Post-production 
Challenges advice

Allow Chat GPT to assist in resolving technical challenges 
during your post-production phase

In my post-production process for [Type of Video Project], I’m using [Software/Tool 

Name]. I’m facing challenges with [Specific Issue or Technique]. Can you provide 

guidance or direct me to relevant resources on how to address this?

In a dimly lit office, an individual 
meticulously edits a video v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

Equipment 
Recommendation 097

Receive expert recommendations for the latest equipment in 
your industry

Being a videographer, I’m keen on staying updated with the latest tools. Using 

your web access, can you recommend the newest equipment in the [Specific 

Segment of Videography] field available right now?

A collection of camera equipment neatly 
arranged v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

098 Videography Plan

Develop a project-specific videography strategy

Planning my upcoming videography project, I require guidance in drafting budgets, 

timelines, and project management strategies. To provide a comprehensive plan, 

please consider the following details: 

Type of Project: [Type of Project] 

Duration: [Minutes/Hours/Days] 

Location(s): [Location/s] 

Team Size: [Number of individuals] 

Equipment Needed: [Equipment] 

Post-Production Requirements: [Requirements] 

Budget Range: [Amount]

Amidst a snowy landscape, a video 
camera stands alone, capturing the 
serene surroundings v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

Radio Show099

Create radio show segments with precision and creativity

Design segments for a radio show targeting [Audience Demographic]. Each 

segment should have a clear objective, potential guest speakers, and interactive 

elements for audience engagement.

A vintage radio sits atop a wooden 
table, ready to broadcast v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins


CHATGPTTEXT GENERATION

Click here to visit ChatGPT  >> Web access plug-in required  
Click here to learn more >>

100 Audience Engagement

Enhance audience interaction and retention with the latest 
strategies and trends

Our [Media Platform] has been seeing a decline in engagement. What are the 

latest strategies or trends to boost audience interaction and retention?

A captivated audience sits in 
anticipation, facing a grand stage v5.2  

https://chat.openai.com/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins
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